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HARRISON CAMPBELL - 125
1st Round #3 Joey Prata (Virginia Tech) L, Dec., 6-10
Consolation Bye Bye
Consolation Semifinals Joseph Heilmann (North Carolina) L, Fall, 1:20

ARIEEN LEIGH - 133
1st Round #3 Gary Wayne Harding (North Carolina) L, TF, 3-20
Consolation Bye Bye
Consolation Semifinals #4 Korbin Myers (Virginia Tech) L, TF, 3-19

JOSH FINESILVER - 141
1st Round #5 LJ Bentley (Pitt) W, Dec., 6-3
Semifinals #1 Jamel Morris (NC State) L, Dec., 11-14
Consolation Semifinals #6 Sam Krivus (Virginia) W, Dec., 17-11
Consolation Final #3 A.C. Headlee (North Carolina) W, Dec., 9-5

MITCH FINESILVER - 149
1st Round BYE BYE
Semifinals #4 Ryan Blees (Virginia Tech) W, Dec., 4-0
Finals #2 Austin O’Connor (North Carolina) W, Dec., 4-1

BENJAMIN ANDERSON - 157
1st Round #3 BC LaPrade (Virginia Tech) L, MD, 2-11
Consolation Bye Bye
Consolation Semifinals #5 Jake Keating (Virginia) W, Fall, 1:59
Consolation Final #3 BC LaPrade (Virginia Tech) L, Dec., 7-10

ZACH FINESILVER - 165
1st Round #5 Sawyer Davidson (North Carolina) W, MD, 13-2
Semifinals #1 Mekhi Lewis L, Dec., 7-14
Consolation Semifinals #6 Tommy O’Brien (Pitt) W, MD, 11-3
Consolation Final #2 Cam Coy (Virginia) W, MD, 12-0

MATT FINESILVER - 174
1st Round BYE BYE
Semifinals #3 Daniel Bullard (NC State) W, Dec., 4-1
Finals #1 David McFadden (Virginia Tech) L, Dec., 3-7

KADEN RUSSELL - 184
1st Round #4 Chip Ness (North Carolina) L, TF, 1:18
Consolation Bye Bye
Consolation Semifinals #3 Nick Reenan (NC State) L, TF, 6-21

ALEC SHCENK - 197
1st Round #4 Kellan Stout (Pitt) W, Dec., 4-3
Semifinals #2 Jay Aiello (Virginia) L, Dec., 5-7
Consolation Semifinals #6 Brandon Whitman (North Carolina) L, Dec., 2-5

ARAAD FISHER - HWT
1st Round #3 Billy Miller (Virginia Tech) L, Fall, 4:34
Consolation Bye Bye
Consolation Semifinals #5 Deonte Wilson (NC State) L, MD, 0-9